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Progress on the study of atmospheric image processing techniques at

SSEC came to an apparent halt in January as both the Principal Investigator

and Program Manager left the University of Wisconsin to take up residence

in Pasadena, California for support of the Mariner 10 encounter at Venus.

While only a minimal amount of activity was charged to this grant, we

were learning a lot. Working with actual data from a new planet was an

exciting and extremely instructive experience. Venus turned out to have

more structure than we expected and the data will provide for much substan-

tive study over the next year. Appendix A is a copy of the initial MVM

imaging team report published in Science on 29 March 1974. It sets the

stage for future detailed analysis of a more quantitative nature, much

of which we expect to do at Wisconsin under contract to the Mariner pro-

ject at the Jet Propulsion Lab.

V. E. Suomi returned to SSEC in March, while Robert Krauss remained

at JPL until early June, surveying and preparing the image data for initial

processing and shipment back to Wisconsin for study. The first Venus data

tapes arrived at SSEC on 8 July 1974. Display and image alignment on the

McIDAS system were accomplished, without difficulty and the data transfer

between JPL and SSEC is now proceeding smoothly. The success and ease of

the data transfer, and its immediate use to show time lapse images to

members of the MVM imaging team on 16 July signify successful completion

of planning effort begun in early 1973 to interface the two institutions.

By mid October we will have catalogued 500-600 Mariner 10 data tapes from

JPL with another 100 special processed image tapes due by next spring.

Data access, because of the volume of data, will be difficult. We

have worked out cataloguing and cross referencing schemes however, and

anticipate no major problems.

Present plans for utilizing the remaining funds available under this

grant call for a preliminary paper on the general circulation of Venus

to be presented at a Venus conference at the Goddard Institute for Space

Studies in early October of this year. Publication of the results will

follow in the Journal of Atmospheric Sciences. We have requested a grant

extension, without additional funds, to 31 December 1974 to cover the few

months work remaining for that effort. A proposal for new funding for



FY 75 has been submitted in conjunction with parallel efforts proposed

at Caltech and JPL. This is based primarily on our experience gained in

working with the Venus data over the last few months. An unofficial

copy of the proposal is attached here as Appendix B and details our

plans for continuation of this grant beyond October.

The instructive part of our stay in California involved learning

how to deal with 5000 separate images of an evolving and dynamic planet.

This has already had an impact on the preliminary design of the MJS 77

imaging sequences. We have placed more emphasis on time lapse imaging

at selected points on Jupiter and Saturn at the expense of mosaicking

the entire disk at high resolution. The dynamic information content

per frame should be much greater as a result.

We found that the crucial feature of image analysis of Venus is

the conceptual framework or context in which the entire amount of image

data is viewed. The greatest progress can be made by accessing the time

domain at the earliest opportunity and using the information gained

there to lead on to further study.

The key point which must be emphasized at this time is that to the

best of our knowledge no further imaging of Venus for detailed cloud mo-

tion studies is now planned by NASA for any mission including the 1978

Venus Pioneer Orbiter. That being the case, we should make an attempt

to present a final version of the Mariner 10 data in a form most commu-

nicative, useful, and lasting. This may be the definitive work on Venus

cloud motions for at. least a decade. In order to get feedback from

scientists now working on the data analysis, make use of any new techniques

in our own data analysis, and take advantage of the momentum generated

by a successful and productive Venus mission, the next year is the ideal

time to continue this work.
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Venus: Atmospheric Motion and Structure

from Mariner 10 Pictures

Abstract. The Mariner 10 television cameras imaged the planet Venus in the
visible and near ultraviolet /or a period of S days at resolutions ranging from
100 meters to 130 kilometers. The general pattern of the atmospheric circula-
tion in the upper tropospheric/lower stratospheric region is displayed in the
pictures. Atmospheric flow is symmetrical between north and south hemispheres.
The equatorial motions are zonal (east-west) at approximately 100 meters per
second, consistent with the previously inferred 4-day retrograde rotation. Angular
velocity increases with latitude. The subsolar region, and the region downwind
from it, show evidence of large-scale convection that persists in spite of the main
zonal motion. Dynamical interaction between the zonal motion and the relatively
stationary region of convection is evidenced by bowlike waves.

On 5 February 1974, Mariner 10,
carrying two television cameras, crossed
the Venus terminator from the dark
side, swinging around the planet on a
hyperbolic trajectory on its way to
Mercury (1). The cameras were de-
signed mainly to observe the surface
details of Mercury (2); however, the
optical design incorporated special fil-
ters, coatings, and transmitting glass
in order to image Venus in the ultra-
violet (UV).

Faint UV markings (Fig. 1) were dis-
covered on Venus in 1926 by Ross (3).
Decades of subsequent UV observa-
tions from the earth suggest a retro-
grade equatorial motion with a 4-day
period (approximately 100 m/sec) (4).
At least one feature (which takes the
form of a dark horizontal Y) appears
to be quasi-permanent (5) or recurrent
(6). Spectroscopically observed Doppler
shifts in reflected sunlight (7) suggest
retrograde equatorial motions of ap-
proximately 100 m/sec (at pressure lev-
els near~ 200 mbar). In situ measure-
ments lower in the atmosphere, from
Venera 8, are also consistent with these
inferred motions (8). From studies of
optical phenomena near inferior con-
junction, Goody (9) places the tops of
the clouds at altitudes lower than about
the 10-mbar pressure level. Rayleigh
scattering alone due to the primary at-
mospheric constituent, CO.,, would
limit visibility of features in the UV to
altitudes well above the 400-mbar level
(10). Hence, the UV markings probably
(i) originate in the same general region
of the atmosphere as the spectroscopi-
cally observed Doppler shifts and (ii)
reflect mainly mass motion in the
atmosphere rather than propagating
waves.

The television images returned from
Mariner 10 cover the global develop-
ment of the UV markings over an 8-
day period, approximately two rota-

tion periods of the troposphere/lower
stratosphere region. Our sample of the
dynamical regime on Venus is thus
limited vertically and temporally.

Nevertheless, the Mariner 10 pictures
contain a surprising amount of .infor-
mation about the general circulation of
this part of the atmosphere, which will
enhance the value of ground-based ob-
servations as well as establish a specific
scientific framework for future entry
probes and orbiters.

In brief, the pictures display highly
symmetrical motions relative to the ro-
tational axis encompassing both north
and south hemispheres; angular veloc-
ity increases with latitude. Zonal flow
near the equator is consistent with an
approximately 4-day retrograde rota-
tion period. An unexpected equatorial
disturbance continually develops near
the subsolar point, within which cel-
lular structures suggestive of convection
are exhibited. There is dynamical in-
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Fig. 1. A Y-shaped feature can be seen in UV light. The picture at the left was taken
at the Pic du Midi Observatory, France (04:47 U.T., 24 July 1966); it has a resolu-
tion of about 500 km. By contrast, the Mariner 10 picture at the right was taken
from 3,300,000 km (03:57 U.T., 10 February 1974); it has a resolution of 65 km.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of Mariner 10 television camera.



Table 1. Filter characteristics, calculated tor
a sample selenium vidicon using the spectral

Table 2. Television performance character-
istics.

radiance 01 venus.

Filter

Ultraviolet
Blue
Orange
Clear
Minus ultraviolet
Ultraviolet polarizing

wavelength
(A)

3550
4740
5780
4820
5120
3580

_,

Focal length
//number

Sensor dimension
Format in pixels
Encoding
Frame time
Resolution per

television line

Vnlnp

1500 mm
- //8.4

0.36° X 0.48°
9.6 X 12.35 mm
700 X 832
8 bits
42 seconds

9.5 X 10-' radians

teraction between this solar-oriented
equatorial disturbance and the main
zonal flow. Bright jetlike streams spiral
around the planet to merge into a con-
spicuous circumpolar band.

Experiment description. The Mariner
10 television hardware and operations
are similar to the Mariner 9 (Mars,
1971) system (77). Several significant
improvements, however, have been
made as a result of past experience
and the unique requirements of this
mission. Besides the extension of spec-
tral response into the UV, the most im-
portant change for the study of Venus
is a dramatic increase in the commu-
nications band width from 16 to 117.6
kbit/sec. As a result, tape storage on
the spacecraft could be bypassed. Near
the planet every frame acquired was
transmitted in real time, making pos-
sible high-resolution time lapse studies.

To take full advantage of the Mer-
cury trajectory, new optics with a
1500-mm focal length were developed
with extended blue and UV response.

300 400 500 600 700
WAVELENGTH, nm

Fig. 3 (left) . Relative spectral response
curves of the filter/camera combination
used in the Venus sequence. Each curve
is independently normalized. Fig. 4
(right). Flat-field images from the "A"
camera (top) and "B" camera (bottom),
contrast-enhanced to map and illustrate
artifacts and blemishes that are present in
the pictures.

The field of view is 0.36° by 0.48°.
Table 1 gives the characteristics of the
filters which were included with each
camera, and a schematic of the system
is -presented in -Fig. 2. Figure 3 illus-
trates the relative spectral response of
the filter/camera combination for the
primary filters used in the Venus se-
quence.

Each television frame consists of 700
scan lines, each of which is sampled
832 times. These samples are encoded
to 256 discrete levels (8 bits). Table
2 briefly describes basic characteristics
of the overall system. Two cameras are
employed, with one camera reading out
its image while the other is being pre-
pared. Residual image (a low-level sig-
nal remaining from an earlier image)
has been virtually eliminated by vidi-
con faceplate light flooding between
each read and erase cycle. Changes to
the high-voltage power supply and de-
flection/focus coil assemblies have re-
duced electronic noise and readout dis-
tortion.

The flat-field signal-to-noise ratio of
the cameras is better than 200 to 1.
At the limiting spatial resolution, -4.5
arc seconds, the signal-to-noise ratio
is better than 20 to 1. As a result, ex-
tremely low contrast scenes can be re-
solved through appropriate computer
spatial filtering and contrast enhancing
of the digital data. Discernible tonal
variations in pictures accompanying this
report sometimes reflect intrinsic bright-
ness variations of less than 1 percent. As
a consequence of this unparalleled dis-
criminability, faint blemishes intro-
duced into the pictures by the imaging
system itself are made visible through
computer processing. Figure 4 shows
sample images which have been greatly
enhanced to illustrate the artifacts. The
small black squares are reseau marks
to permit computer restoration of geo-
metric integrity to the images.

Figure 5 illustrates the Venus en-
counter sequence through the first 20
hours past encounter, during which con-
tinuous picture-taking was carried out.
From 1 to 4 days after encounter, mo-
saics in the UV were obtained at 2-
hour intervals. Between 4 and 6 days
the images were taken at 8-hour cen-
ters, and on the 7th and 8th days 12-
hour intervals were used (12). The
spatial resolution at cessation of photog-
raphy was 130 km, which is about
twice the best Earth-based resolution.

About 3400 useful frames were ac-
quired, but fewer than half of these
have been processed and studied so far.
Figure 6 illustrates the "footprints" of
the frames on the planet for the high-
est-resolution mosaic, which has not
yet been reconstructed. Most of the
preliminary results included in this re-
port have been obtained from mosaics
of frames taken 1 day out and later.

In the description of atmospheric
motions it is often useful to refer to the
points of the compass and also to draw
analogy with motions on the earth. On
Venus, however, rotation is in a retro-
grade sense. We refer here to north as
in the direction of the north ecliptic
pole. Thus we must accept a left-hand
rotation convention. All pictures here
are printed with north at the top. Rota-
tion is from right to left, and the right-
hand edge of the disk is the morning
terminator.

Description of the observed mark-
ings. Venus has been observed through
all of the filters. In the blue and orange,
very faint global scale markings may
be present occasionally, but these frames
have not yet been studied in detail.
Hence, we restrict discussion to UV
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The temporal behavior of the markings
suggests the formation and disappear-
ance of condensate clouds rather than
solely dust or photochemical products.

Nevertheless, we are unable to specify
the probable constituents and their dis-
tribution within the clouds responsible
for the observed markings. Hence, the
inferences concerning atmospheric mo-
tion presented here must be regarded
as tentative, subject to reinterpretation.

In order to provide a basic descrip-

tion of the observed motions, we in-
troduce the nomenclature which is il-
lustrated schematically in Fig. 9.

Subsolar disturbance. The obliquity
of Venus is observed to be sufficiently
small that no seasonal effects are an-
ticipated (14). The subsolar portion of
the equatorial region is characterized
by the presence of cellular features, as
shown in Fig. 8. In high-resolution
mosaics, the larger (500 km), less dis-
tinct cells are bounded by dark edges.

Some are polygonal in shape. Prelimi-
nary comparison of successive mosaics
suggests lifetimes of a few hours at
most. The interior of these cells is
highly structured. A tenuous network
of this type of cell has been traced
over about 5 percent of the area of the
planet near the subsolar point. Slightly
smaller (~ 200 km) cells bounded by
light material (as identified in Fig. 8)
are also found which move with the
wind and change markedly over a 2-
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Fig. 9. The major features of the circulation pattern are identified in the sketch and arc seen in most of the global pictures.
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Fig. 10. Series of mosaics at 7-hour intervals showing the persistence of large light and dark markings (arrows) over a 14-hour
period. The size of the features indicated is about 1000 km.

hour interval. The subsolar disturbance
extends at its widest over ± 20° and at
least 80° in longitude. The actual ex-
tent in longitude is not known, as the
region extends beyond the limb. The
subsolar point itself is located near the
eastern extremity. The subsolar dis-
turbance is locked to the sun-Venus
line; it is continually being regenerated
there, presumably in response to max-
imal solar heating.

Mid-latitude streamlined flow region.
Conspicuous streaks originate in the
equatorial region and spiral up to high-
er latitudes. In high-resolution mosaics,
they are bordered on the equatorial
side by finer streaks and, occasionally,
whorls, suggestive of horizontal shear
and turbulence. There are at least two
major systems of jetlike spiral streaks
in each hemisphere; one set appears to

be symmetrical across the equator. The
spiral features appear to be most prom-
inent in mid-latitudes (~ ± 30°). They
merge into a bright polar ring at 50°
latitude after progressing some 200° to
300° of longitude around the planet.
We have not observed any evidence
of instability on a global scale in these
features, nor evidence of structures
similar to large-scale cyclonic eddies.

Figure 11 is a preliminary attempt
to display the temporal appearance of
the mid-latitude regions. The patterns
are complex. Prominent dark, pole-
ward markings sometimes appear fully
formed when first viewed on the morn-
ing terminator. Other patterns seem to
originate in the equatorial .region.

Preliminary measurements''of' small-
scale features as they move across the
disk of the planet provide crude es-

timates of zonal motions. In the equa-
torial zone (outside of the subsolar
disturbance) large discrete areas of light
and dark material move primarily
zonally at approximately 100 m/sec
westward relative to the fixed planet,
corresponding to an apparent equato-
rial retrograde rotation period of about
4 days. Smaller-scale features, how-
ever, do not always share this motion.
Zonal components of about 80 to 90
m/sec in some cases are suggested. At
higher latitudes motion is also primar-
ily zonal.

The angular velocity of the mark-
ings increases with latitude although
angular momentum diminishes some-
what with latitude. The suggestion of
shear in the polar ring could mean an
even higher zonal velocity. At 50°
latitude the rotation period of the up-

EQUATORIAL LONGITUDE ( based on 4.0 rotation at equator)
140 160 180 200 220 24O 2AO 280 340

TIME (DAYS)

Fig. 11. Temporal display of the UV markings between -f 40° latitude and — 50° latitude. The subsolar point moves from left
to right in the picture as the planet rotates. The map contains considerable geometric distortion as the pictures were not rectified;
however, it has been useful in studying the circulative pattern.
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Fig. 12. Montage of global views on 1-
day centers. Time progresses from top
left to right, then down the page. The first
frame (identical to the cover picture) is
a mosaic of frames taken at encounter
plus 1 day.

per atmosphere could be as short as
2 days.

We have not detected any measur-
able meridional motions in low-lat-
itude regions. At higher latitudes (30°
to 50°), particularly associated with the
spiral streaks, poleward flow of the
order of 10 m/sec is possibly indicated
by the data, but must be substantiated
by further analysis.

Polar region. The southern polar
ring is perhaps the most distinctive and
stable feature in the light markings.
It encompasses a band of latitude 10°
to 15° wide, with its equatorial side
at 50° latitude. There are strong indi-
cations that a similar ring exists in the
northern hemisphere, but the viewing
geometry is unfavorable for a definite
conclusion. Our preliminary impression
is that the pole of atmospheric rotation
is on the terminator (14). There is
an indication of vortex structure in the
streaks emanating from the poleward
side of the edge of the polar region.
Indeed, the entire polar region may be
a vortex fed by meridional flow from
the equatorial regions. A major sys-
tematic analysis of all the picture data
is planned especially to elucidate the
magnitude of possible meridional mo-
tions and the variation of angular mo-
mentum with latitude.

Interaction features. Very faint cir-
cumequatorial belts appear on some of
the mosaics. Often three or four ap-
pear at one time between latitudes ±
20° and are parallel to latitude circles.
The belts are less than 100 km in
width, and appear to be moving rapid-
ly around the globe in the same di-
rection as the general motion and also
drifting across latitude circles.

Dynamic interaction between the
strong zonal flow and the solar-locked
subsolar disturbance is evident. In some
mosaics, we have noted the presence
of darker features suggestive of bow
waves generated by interaction with a
"soft" obstacle (Fig. 9). These features
move relative to the obstacle (unlike
true bow waves). They are symmetri-
cal about the equator, extending to at
least ± 30° latitude and give the im-
pression of being present in pairs. In
one of the best examples they are sep-
arated by about 1000 km, each one
being roughly 250 to 350 km in width.
It is our impression that these features
form at irregular intervals a few tens
of degrees upwind of the subsolar dis-
turbance and then propagate through
(or over) that disturbance at roughly
80 percent of the average rotation
speed.

Relation to ground-based UV photo-
graphs. The outstanding characteristic
of the Mariner 10 pictures is a diverg-
ing pattern centered on the equator and
opening in the direction of rotation,
which is present throughout the entire
8-day period. Four days after en-
counter, a pronounced dark horizontal
Y appeared on the equator, suggestive
of the Y-shaped feature observed from
the earth (Fig. 1). This feature was
observed to rotate from morning ter-
minator to limb at a rate consistent
with an approximate 4-day rotation.
The Y morphology recurred again 8
days after encounter.

Earth-based UV photographs often
show a reversed C pattern in the eve-

Fig. 13. (Left) Earth-based UV photograph of a reverse C feature on the evening terminator of Venus on 24 May 1967, 01:35
U.T. [Courtesy of New Mexico State University Observatory] (Center) Mariner 10 picture 4 days after encounter, projected
on a globe and rephotographed to give an unforeshortened view of regions near the evening terminator. (Right) The same Mari-
ner 10 picture viewed from the direction of the spacecraft.



ning terminator region (6). The same
kind of morphology can be seen in a
Mariner 10 picture after it was pro-
jected onto a globe and then rephoto-
graphed to give an unforeshortened
view of regions near the evening ter-
minator (Fig. 13). The reversed C is
evidently associated with the Y feature
and the bowlike wave structures.to the
west of the subsolar region. It is in-
teresting to note that, in the numer-
ous Earth-based UV photographs of
Venus taken over the years, the Y and
C features always open in the direction
of rotation (15). Very long term stabil-
ity is suggested for the diverging pat-
terns so apparent in the 8 days of Mar-
iner 10 observations. However, these
preliminary results do not provide an
"explanation" of the markings.

Characteristics of the limb, termina-
tor, and cusp. Photographs of the
cusps, terminator, and limb were ac-
quired at very high spatial resolution
(Fig. 14). The cusp appears devoid of
small-scale structure, indicating a very
homogeneously stratified medium. There
is no evidence of shadowing or other
horizontal brightness variation in the
terminator region. At the low sun
angles involved, this observation im-
plies the absence of opaque shadow-
casting clouds with vertical relief
greater than about 20 m relative to
any overlying clear atmosphere.

A sequence of 45 pictures of the
limb of Venus in UV and orange fil-
ters was acquired from equator to po-
lar latitudes at resolutions better than
1 km. Of these, ten have been in-
vestigated for analysis of any limb haze
structure. Figure 15 shows four high-
resolution views of the limb near the
equator. In the orange frames, highly
stratified layers ~ 1 km thick are
found. There is a suggestion that the
vertical structure is different at loca-
tions ~ 1000 km apart. Some UV
frames also show evidence of layer-
ing.

Inferred vertical structure. The pres-
ence of cellular structures in the sub-
solar region suggests to us the presence
of large-scale convection. In that region
at least, we may be seeing down to the
100-mbar pressure level or deeper be-
cause the Mariner 10 radio occultation
suggests a temperature inversion at ~
100 mbar with a steep lapse rate be-
low (16). The limb photographs ap-
parently refer to a region much higher
in the atmosphere. As a lower limit
we take the UV and orange limbs to be
defined by a slant optical path of unity

Fig. 14. View of the cusp region. The
dark markings in the cusp are artifacts
in the imaging system.

in rayleigh scattering. We find they
correspond to regions in the atmo-
sphere no lower than the 10-mbar and
90-mbar pressure levels, respectively.
The existence of stratification in some
UV limb pictures indicate that haze
cloud particles are located up to the
10-mbar level and perhaps higher, con-
sistent with the visual transit measure-
ments (9).

Preliminary measurements of the
curvature of the limb in selected frames
indicate a haze layer radius of about
6130 km in both UV and orange light.
Agreement between four different
frames is within ± 2 km, but it is dif-
ficult at this time to estimate possible
systematic errors. Comparing these
data with the radio occultation results
(16), we infer that both the UV and
orange limbs are defined by a level
in the stratosphere approximately 15 km
above the tropopause and near the 10-
mbar level. There is also a preliminary
indication of similar haze structure in
orange and UV frames taken near a
latitude of 22° north (Fig. 15, c and
d), again suggesting the presence of a
particulate haze at or above the 10-
mbar level in both colors.

Very thin, highly stratified limb
hazes are indicative of the great sta-
bility in the atmosphere at these levels.
Presumably the vertical eddy diffusiv-
ity is similar to, or less than, that found
in the earth's stratosphere where simi-
lar phenomena occur. The resolution
of the cusp pictures is rather low (~
15 km). However, we can infer from
these pictures that gross vertical sepa-
ration into layers in the stratosphere
more than 15 km thick does not occur.

The lack of shadowing in the termi-
nator frames is consistent with the pres-
ence of an enveloping thin haze in the
stratosphere. Any layers of cloud with

well-defined vertical relief must be deep
enough in the atmosphere so that at
low sun angles the sunlight has been
diffused enough by the overlying haze
that shadows are effectively absent. At
present, we see no basic conflict with
recent models of the cloud structure
(17) which require a stratospheric haze
layer near the 20- to 50-mbar level
with a vertical optical depth of ~ 2
above an optically dense second deck
near the 200-mbar level.

Discussion of atmospheric circulation.
Despite the preliminary nature of the
data, the patterns and motions of the
UV markings suggest a spectrum of
models for planet-wide atmospheric
circulation which are useful to discuss
in order to develop a frame of reference
for subsequent data analysis and future
missions.

Some time ago, ground-based obser-
vations raised a fundamental question
about atmospheric circulation on
Venus: What is the source of angular
momentum for rapidly moving UV

, clouds? A non-axisymmetric flow mech-
anism is needed. Schubert and White-
head (18), followed by Gierasch (19)
and Malkus (20), developed the "mov-
ing flame" model for Venus. Periodic
solar heating of the top of the atmo-
sphere results in cellular motion ulti-
mately leading to uniform zonal flow.
Non-axisymmetric motion takes place
in vertical planes. Meridional motions
are neglected.

To reconcile such two-dimensional
concepts with the observed patterns of
markings, it would be necessary to re-
gard the spiral 'markings primarily as
wavelike disturbances (not streamlines)
which move with the mean zonal flow.
The markings obviously are disrupted
by the subsolar disturbance zone, but
this is not taken to be any indication
of divergence in flow. Figure 11, with
its herringbone pattern, would be in-
terpreted as somewhat like the result of
rotating a cylinder with painted, or at
least recurrent, markings (like a ro-
tating barber's pole in which zonal mo-
tion gives the illusion of meridional mo-
tion).

The three-dimensional implication of
the moving flame concept was consid-
ered very briefly by Malkus (20); he
noted the possibility that a weak Had-
ley cell could develop near the top of
the atmosphere and, by virtue of the
equator-to-pole temperature contrast,
transfer energy and angular momentum
to higher latitudes. To apply this kind
of interpretation, the spiral streaks of



Fig. 15. Four views of the limb. Pictures (a) and (b) were taken through the orange
filter near the equator; the two to the right are (c) orange and (d) UV photographs
taken at 22°N latitude. All four pictures show structure indicating the presence of
paniculate matter in the stratosphere.

the mid-latitude streamline flow region
would be inferred to be streamlines in
this Hadley cell in a coordinate frame
rotating with the mean equatorial mo-
tion. The spiral streaks presumably are
clouds associated with disturbances in-
duced in the Hadley flow by interaction
between the equatorial flow and the
subsolar disturbance. Both Malkus (20)
and Geriasch et al. (21) allude to the
possibility of gravity waves arising from
the interaction of zonal flow and the
subsolar region. The bowlike waves ob-
served in the subsolar disturbance in-
deed are suggestive of some such inter-
action.

Carrying the impression of merid-
ional motion further, the spiral streaks
and general divergent pattern can be
taken as evidence of an unexpectedly
large influence of the subsolar region
on global circulation. Great significance
would be attached to the kinetic energy
generated by velocity divergence in the
subsolar high-pressure area; convection
cells are interpreted as indicating a
higher temperature and therefore a
higher pressure. The resultant local
meridional pressure gradients would
imply velocity divergence and strong
cross-isobaric flow to accelerate the
zonal wind toward the poles; the spiral
streaks are interpreted as associated
jet streams. The kinetic energy sink is
in the polar vortices due to velocity
convergence at low pressure. As a fur-
ther speculation, the bright polar ring

would represent excess condensation
associated with a kinetic energy maxi-
mum there. The bowlike waves are tak-
en to be clear evidence of the imbalance
between the pressure excess in the sub-
solar area and the mean zonal flow.
Angular momentum conservation re-
quires that poleward flow be deflected
right in one hemisphere and left in the
other. Thus, both flows would combine
to add momentum in the same zonal
direction. Equatorward return flow and
also weak zonal counterflow at deeper
levels are required to maintain the
planetary angular momentum balance.

Thus, one extreme interpretation
minimizes the importance of sugges-
tions in the pictures of departures from
uniform zonal flow. They are assigned
at most to a superficial Hadley cell at
the top of the atmosphere. The other
extreme interpretation maximizes the
implications of possible divergence of
zonal flow and convergence at the pole,
which could result from a persistent
sun-locked high-pressure anomaly. Deep
stirring of the atmosphere return flow
is implied. At one extreme, the sub-
solar disturbance mainly generates cloud
patterns; non-axisymmetric motion takes
place only in vertical planes. At the
other, the subsolar disturbance is a pri-
mary element of the global circulation
system and non-axisymmetric flow is
partly meridional as well.

To proceed further in interpretation,
we will have to fully exploit the Mar-

iner 10 television data, especially re-
garding evidence of meridional motions
and variation of angular momentum
with latitude.

Implications for future studies. Such
disparate interpretations imply signifi-
cantly different vertical temperature and
wind profiles in equatorial and polar
regions. Direct measurements of these
and other atmospheric parameters
from carefully targeted entry probes
can provide a clear-cut choice—or point
toward presently unimagined possibili-
ties. In addition, in situ measurement
of the cloud particle composition high
in the atmosphere will probably be re-
quired for a clear understanding of the
detailed origin of the UV markings.
Certainly, additional UV imaging of
Venus from an orbiter can now be re-
garded as a powerful tool for atmo-
spheric research. Hence, even very pre-
liminary assessment of the television
pictures from Mariner 10 carries im-
plications for the Venus Pioneer pro-
gram of the United States scheduled
for 1977 and 1978. In addition, the
Soviet Union may plan future Venera
systems with much larger spacecraft,
comparable to those used at Mars in
1971-1972 and 1974. An exciting era
of exploration of our nearest planetary
neighbor is emerging in which imaging
can play a significant scientific role.
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APPENDIX B

PROPOSAL AND RESEARCH PLAN

FOR 1974 - 75



FOREWARD

This proposal is part of a coordinated set of three in conjunction

with Prof. Bruce Murray of Caltech and Ed Danielson of the Jet Pro-

pulsion Lab. The purpose of these three proposals is to permit mean-

ingful viewing of the total data return from the Mariner 10 Venus

Flyby and to generate a permanent record of the imaging mission results

suitable for use as a reference work and educational tool. This is

of special importance in view of the fact that the only other Venus

imaging mission scheduled for the next decade (Pioneer Orbiter, 1978)

is designed for a photometric and polarimetric study and will not
/

be able to furnish information on planetary and local scale cloud

motions. Thus, the effort we expend on analysis and presentation of

a time lapse view of the atmospheric motions on Venus from the Mariner

data could be definitive study on the subject for at least a decade.



INTRODUCTION

We propose five tasks to be undertaken at SSEC during the next year:

1. Participate with Caltech and JPL in production of a high quality movie

of the motions of the Venus clouds - This will display views of the

full disk of the planet as well as closeup views of smaller atmospheric

features. A basic data set will be provided by the Man-computer Inter-

active Data Access System (McIDAS) at the University of Wisconsin

using data tapes supplied by JPL.

2. Utilize the movie to provide data sets for further study - Very simply

produced time lapse displays made for the movie early in the data

analysis phase may point to significant features of the general
/

circulation deserving of further detailed analysis. Subsequent time

lapse data sets would be generated so that each scientist using McIDAS

can have the best possible version of the data to work with.

3. Develop high resolution closeup time sequences displaying all the

significant dynamical phenomena which have been analyzed - This

closes the feedback loop so that the final movie contains closeup

views of all atmospheric phenomena on Venus, including any features

which may have been found during the course of the Venus image

analysis by scientists working with the data at places other than

the University of Wisconsin.

4. Produce a demonstration videotape and motion picture film display of

the results of the cloud motion analysis done during FY 75 - This

display, using the Man-computer Interactive Data Access System (McIDAS)

would use graphics, color and time lapse motion display of the Mariner

10 data to illustrate what we have learned about the general circulation

of Venus. If successful, this product could be incorporated into

the final version of the Venus movie.

5. Participate in the production of a Venus atlas of Mariner 10 data

to serve as a scientific reference - This would contain high quality

reproductions of the mosaics and time lapse imagery details with

commentary to complement the dynamic displays in the motion picture

and videotape.



The actual quantitative data analysis, to be done using the MeIDAS

computer and display, is funded by the MVM project using preprocessed data

supplied through JPL. What this proposal is intended to do is to assemble

that data and the results of the analysis in order to preserve the context

and conceptual frame appropriate to the dynamic characteristics of the subject

matter. To analyze and present the research in the form of 5000 separate

pictures, without the conceptual framework of large-scale mosaics, and

especially a display of motion, would be to abdicate our responsibility

to understand the data as fully as possible and to communicate bur results

to the scientific community in the clearest and most comprehensible manner,

Stated simply, the surface of Mercury has been virtually "frozen"

.for eons. A few pictures assembled into mosaics represent the situation

well. Venus' atmosphere is alive and changing. A quantitative movie is

needed to preserve this precious data.



TIME LAPSE MOVIE

One of the first tasks undertaken after Venus encounter was the pro-

duction of a time lapse movie from some of the Venus full disk mosaics.

This has proven useful in characterizing the large-scale motions of the

Venus atmosphere. It is possible to view the entire planetary dynamic

system at once and see how the changing features evolve and relate to

each other and to the atmosphere as a whole. In the movie we could follow

the time changes of the subsolar convective zone, the spiral cloud bands,

the polar band, and the polar vortex. The movie was the first place where

the bow waves and circumequatorial belt were identified. They were seen

because they retained spatial coherence in time, and thus stood out against

the general zonal flow. Thus, the first crude movie we made provided much
/

of the conceptual basis for the initial paper published in Science, because

"~ - the dynamic information is in the time domain.

The movie gave tantalizing hints of smaller scale motions, convection

and shear zones. The smaller phenomena were hidden in the distortions of

the raw mosaics. A very jerky, disconnected motion, especially at frame

boundaries, destroyed the ability of the eye and brain to follow small

individual features. With more care taken to scale and align the frames

in producing the mosaics, taking into account the effects of cloud motion

between frames in each mosaic and removing or correcting1 for the slight

changes in planet aspect that this causes, it should be possible to produce

a much more polished and easy to view motion picture which shows smaller

scale motions in the context of the large-scale. In many cases, closeup

partial views of the planet using less frames than a full mosaic may be

the most desirable approach.
/

Better than half of the mosaic data taken by Mariner 10 has yet to

be assembled and viewed in this manner. There is so much data that handling

and interpreting it quickly has proven to be a time consuming problem.

Moreover, mosaics in and of themselves show static high resolution detail

but are of little value in exploring the dynamics of the rapidly changing

scene characteristic of Venus. Study of detailed morphology can only go

so far in giving information about processes. As an example, the first

few hours of high resolution images returned from Venus were virtually

Incomprehensible until we could see the larger general circulation patterns

the next day. Even then, it took the movie to show that zonal motion was



predominant over the flow patterns. Thus, what really counts is how the

images are used to explore the time domain.

The way we intend to proceed is to use far encounter frames to produce

a low resolution movie of large scale motions. The movie will be of high

enough quality to detect smaller scale interactions. The closeup mosaics

will then provide higher resolution views to observe and measure evolution

of structure in greater detail. We propose to use digital image data

supplied by JPL to display, on McIDAS, the motions of clouds on Venus

both as a function of time and location and also on a variety of time and

space scales. The data will be studied to determine what compensations

can be made to do the best job ef assembling mosaics for the second genera-

tion movie. We will then select images to optimize the space and time

scales of the/data so it can be viewed to best advantage. The movie will

initially contain synoptic views, since understanding of the general

circulation of Venus is a primary goal. As time goes on, the emphasis

(as detailed in the next two sections) will shift to higher resolution.

Curiously, the closeup data has so far revealed the least about the planet.

This is an opportunity which must be exploited.



IDENTIFICATION OF REGIONS FOR FURTHER DETAILED STUDY

Once the optimized data display is made, the mosaics and movie become

tools to usein guiding our efforts to fruitful areas of further analysis.

With discontinuities due to aspect change at frame boundaries removed, the

closeup viewed smaller scale phenomena and their interaction with the synop-

tic flow patterns should be identifiable. We can then give much closer

attention to those few frames in each mosaic which reveal shears, vorticity,

divergence, wave aspects, and the like, while ignoring the majority of

frames exhibiting only smooth synoptic flow patterns, unvarying with time.

Regions of energy and momentum exchange, such as gravity waves, will be much
i

more readily identifiable in the time domain by interpreting changes in

cloud structure vhich occur in time with respect to surroundings. It is
/

virtually impossible to do this identification in single frames. We propose

to identify and' quantitatively study areas of smaller scale activity which

can be located in the movie.

The means of doing the closeup analysis will differ from the approach

used to display synoptic circulation patterns. We have many images of the

full disk of Venus with high time resolution and low space resolution. When

far from the planet, full disk frames can be made very close together in

time to form a long sequence of large-scale cloud features in motion across

the planet. For small scale analysis, one needs higher "ground" resolution,

which means getting images when closer to the planet. Unfortunately, the

closer one gets the less of the planet one can get into a single frame. To

see everything requires mosaics of a large number of frames. This gives

high spatial resolution but low time resolution because it takes such a long

time to image the entire disk. Figure 1 shows such a mosaic of 180 frames

containing 18 strips of 10 frames per strip. The mosaic required about 2

hours to make at 42 seconds per frame. Cloud details observed at the 2-3

hour intervals required to complete a high resolution mosaic are seen to

evolve to where they may grossly change size, shape or contrast, or even

disappear.^There is little left to compare with the previous mosaic.

Figure 1. "Footprints" of a multiframe
mosaic in the Venus sequence, taken
about 6-1/2 hours after encpunter.
Imaging started at the lower right and
proceeded upward in strips, finishing
at top left about two hours later.
Note the changes in scale and consider
that Venus rotated approximately 7.5°
between the first and last frames.



Provision for high time resolution was made during sequence planning

in allowing neighboring strips of 6-15 frames in a single mosaic to over-

lap slightly. The normal random drift in attitude of the spacecraft

would change the preprogrammed camera pointing angles enough to occasionally

give overlap of 2-3 frames at the single point. The time intervals between

frames at the point were generally in the 5-10 minute range. The points

of overlap were randomly scattered over the disk of Venus, but since we

had no a priori information on where to look, this was not a serious

limitation. Indeed, this may work to our advantage since the point

selection is unbiased. As accurate attitude and camera pointing informa-

tion is made available over the next few months, these regions of overlap

will become accessable for study. If time lapse displays of these data

reveal waves, shears, or divergence, they will be subjected to further
/

analysis. ^



• CLOSEUP TIME SEQUENCES

We now know that significant changes occur on Venus over periods of

5-30 minutes. These changes are of interest because they give insight

into the vertical structure of the cloud forms, vertical motion, and ver-

tical transport of energy and momentum. In the previous section of this

proposal we discussed how the movie could lead us to other areas of detailed

study. We expect this to be a powerful tool of our analysis procedure.

One can, however, approach this from another direction as well.

Analysis of the image data may point to certain areas of the planet where

.something should be occurring, even though one cannot see it in the movie.

Other members of the MVM imaging team may find particularly interesting

features or phenomena as a result of their dynamical or photometric studies.
/

We propose to generate time lapse sequences or illustrations of such

things as well, so that the movie will in the end display all interesting

phenomena discovered on the mission, including discoveries made as a re-

sult of the movie's existence. We will then have closed the feedback

loop to make the final result all inclusive. It will probably take close

to a year to reach this stage. During that year the experimenters will

be using the time lapse displays primarily as a tool of analysis. At the

end of that year, the emphasis will shift to dissemination of results.

The tools of analysis will become the tools of communication.



DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MOTION DISPLAYS

At the University of Wisconsin ve have developed a Man-computer Inter-

active Display System (McIDAS) which combines the accuracy of digital data

analysis with the versatility of analog TV display for communication with

the analyst/operator^ Scaled and rectified images produced at the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory for time lapse movies will be saved on digital

tape and be subjected to detailed measurement at the University of Wisconsin.

The images can be displayed on a color TV screen along with graphic results

of analysis. A videotape of the display can be incorportated into the

16 mm film. The result will be a high quality motion picture which not

only displays the dynamical image data in .an easy to comprehend form,

but illustrates certain aspects of the dynamical analysis in a pedagogical

sense. /
/

The use of motion, color, and graphics will increase comprehension

of the analyzed data. Coupled with the proposed Venus atlas, the result

could be of unique value to the scientific community for reference and

educational purposes. We propose to produce a demonstration videotape

showing some of the possibilities inherent in the combination of image

data and graphic displays in motion. A follow on effort in FY 76 could

be the production of an educational film and permanent record of the Venus

data analysis in dynamic form.



VENUS ATLAS

Besides the usual volume of selected Mariner 10 images published by

NASA for public consumption, the MVM imaging team plans to collect a

representative set of single frames and high resolution mosaics for pub-

lication to meet the needs of the scientific community. These images

would be chosen to emphasize details of the atmospheric structure and

dynamics and be reproduced with high quality. This collection would form

a basic data set which could serve as a reference work for research during

the next decade. We propose to play a large part in selecting and pre-

paring images and written commentary for this Venus atlas, especially

relating to the data analysis undertaken at the University of Wisconsin

in FY 75. Funds for publication of the Venus Atlas would not be required

until FY 76.J

While only a limited amount of money is asked for at this time, we

obviously envision continuation of this work to a final finished product.

Since we are as yet still attempting to assess the full value of the image

data which exists in unprecedented quantities, it will be necessary to

proceed in stages, parallel with the research effort. We cannot fully

describe what the finished products will look like or what they will con-

tain. Techniques for effective communication in the visual medium still

must be developed, although we have a number of gqod ideas from work

already, done on other programs at the University of Wisconsin. It is

clear, however, that the presentation of the image data and the dynamical

analysis demands this kind of approach. The Mariner 10 mission was

successful beyond our expectations. We must noW be diligent and creative

enough to do justice to the data we have collected.


